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SYNOPSIS

ACT I
Rome, first century AD. The Roman emperor Tito is in love with Berenice, daughter of the king of Judea. Vitellia, the former emperor’s daughter, feels that she should hold the throne herself and asks her young admirer Sesto to assassinate Tito. Though he is a close friend of the emperor, Sesto will do anything to please Vitellia, so he agrees. When Sesto’s friend Annio tells him that Tito, for reasons of state, will not marry Berenice, Vitellia becomes hopeful again and asks Sesto to put off the assassination plot. Annio reminds Sesto of his own wish to marry Sesto’s sister Servilia. The two men affirm their friendship.

At the forum, the Romans praise Tito. The emperor tells Annio and Sesto that since he has to take a Roman wife he intends to marry Servilia. Diplomatically, Annio assures Tito that he welcomes his decision. Tito declares that the only joy of power lies in the opportunity to help others. When Annio tells Servilia of the emperor’s intentions, she assures him of her love.

Tito explains his philosophy of forgiveness to Publio, the captain of the guard. Servilia enters and confesses to the emperor that she has already agreed to marry Annio. Tito thanks her for her honesty and says he will not marry her against her wishes. Vitellia, unaware that Tito has changed his mind, furiously insults Servilia and asks Sesto to kill the emperor at once. He assures her that her wish is his command. After he has left, Publio and Annio tell Vitellia that Tito has decided to choose her as his wife. Vitellia desperately tries to stop Sesto but realizes it is too late.

Sesto has launched the conspiracy and set fire to the Capitol. Full of shame, he runs into Annio, evades his questions and rushes off. Servilia appears, then Publio, and finally Vitellia. They are all searching for Sesto and believe that Tito has died. Sesto returns, looking for a place to hide. He is about to confess his crime but is silenced by Vitellia.

INTERMISSION — 15 MINUTES

ACT II
In the palace, Annio tells Sesto that the emperor is still alive. When Sesto confesses his assassination attempt but refuses to give any reason, Annio advises him to admit everything to Tito and hope for forgiveness. Vitellia rushes in, begging Sesto to flee, but she is too late: a fellow conspirator has betrayed him, and Publio enters with soldiers to arrest him. Sesto asks Vitellia to remember his love.

The Roman people are thankful that the emperor has survived. Tito struggles to understand the conspirators’ motives and doubts Sesto’s disloyalty. Publio warns him against being too trusting. When it is announced that Sesto has confessed and been sentenced to death by the Senate, Annio asks Tito to consider the case compassionately. The emperor will not sign the death decree until he himself has had the chance to question Sesto. Alone with Tito, Sesto assures him that he did not want the throne for himself, but he hesitates to implicate Vitellia.

Tito, not satisfied with this explanation, dismisses him. Sesto asks Tito to
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remember their friendship and is led off. The emperor signs the decree, then
ears it up: he cannot become a tyrant and execute a friend. He cries out to
the gods, saying that if they want a cruel ruler, they have to take away his
human heart. Servilia and Annio beg Vitellia to help save Sesto. She realizes
that she must confess her crime rather than accept the throne at the price
of Sesto’s life.
In a public square, Tito is about to pronounce Sesto’s sentence, when Vitellia
appears and admits that she alone is responsible for the assassination
attempt. The bewildered emperor explains that his intention was to forgive
Sesto anyway. He finally decides to pardon all the conspirators. The Roman
people praise Tito for his kindness and ask the gods to grant him a long life.

BIOGRAPHY

Steven White, guest conductor
Music critics are effusive in their praise of conductor Steven White’s ability
to elicit inspired music-making from orchestras. Of his 2016 performances
with the Omaha Symphony, the Omaha World-Herald asserts that, “It would
be hard to imagine a more complete performance of the ‘Symphonie
Fantastique.’ Highly nuanced, tightly controlled and crisp, Steven White
asked everything from orchestra members and they were flawless. He led
them out of serene beauty into disturbing dissonance and even to the
terrifying point of musical madness without ever losing control. It was
insanely good.” Opera News declares, “White is amazing; he consistently
demands and gets the absolute best playing from the orchestra.”
Among the many orchestras Maestro White has conducted are the
Metropolitan Opera Orchestra, the Moscow Philharmonic, the Orchestre
Métropolitain du Grand Montréal, the Mozarteum und Salzburg
Kulturvereinigung Orchestra, the Baltimore Symphony Orchestra, the New
World Symphony Orchestra, the Spoleto Festival Orchestra, the Colorado
Symphony, the Nashville Symphony Orchestra, the Columbus Symphony
Orchestra, the Charleston Symphony, the Florida Philharmonic, the Fort
Worth Symphony and London’s Philharmonia Orchestra for a CHANDOS
recording of arias featuring his wife, soprano Elizabeth Futral. In 2019, he will
make debuts with the San Diego Symphony, the Utah Symphony
Orchestra and the Williamsburg Symphony Orchestra.
Praised by Opera News as a conductor who “squeezes every drop of
excitement and pathos from the score,” White is also one of North
America’s premiere conductors of opera, with a repertoire of over sixty
titles. He made his acclaimed Metropolitan Opera debut in 2010, conducting
performances of “La Traviata” starring Angela Gheorghiu. Since then he has
conducted a number of Metropolitan Opera performances of “La Traviata,”
with such stars as Natalie Dessay, Hei-Kyung Hong, Plácido Domingo,
Thomas Hampson, Dmitri Hvorostovsky and Matthew Polenzani. In the past
several seasons he has returned to the Met to participate in critically fêted
productions of “Don Carlo,” “Billy Budd,” “The Rake’s Progress” and
“Elektra.” This season will be his eleventh as a member of the conducting
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staff of the world’s largest performing-arts organization.
In addition to his ongoing work with the Metropolitan Opera, Maestro
White’s extensive operatic engagements have included performances
with New York City Opera, L’Opéra de Montréal, Vancouver Opera, Opera
Colorado, Pittsburgh Opera, Michigan Opera Theater, Baltimore
Opera and New Orleans Opera. This season he will conduct “Rigoletto” with
San Diego Opera, “Otello” with Austin Opera, and a world premiere staged
production of a brand-new Bärenreiter edition of Gounod’s “Faust” with
Opera Omaha. In 2020, he will preside over his tenth production at Arizona
Opera “Ariadne auf Naxos” before conducting the company premiere of
André Previn’s “A Streetcar Named Desire” at Opera Roanoke.
Maestro White is a passionate and dedicated educator. He has served
multiple artistic residencies and led productions at such institutions as the
Peabody Conservatory of Music, the College Conservatory of Music at the
University of Cincinnati, the University of Miami Frost School of Music
Program in Salzburg, Kennesaw State University and Virginia Tech
University. In the summer of 2019, he will serve as an artist in residence at
the Shanghai Conservatory in China. He is in constant demand as an
adjudicator of the most prestigious music and vocal competitions, including
numerous auditions for the Metropolitan Opera National Council and
the Jensen Foundation.
White proudly makes his home in Virginia, where he serves as Artistic
Director of Opera Roanoke, a company with which he has been associated
for two decades. White has conducted dozens of productions in Roanoke,
including performances of “Das Lied von der Erde,” “Der fliegende
Holländer,” “Fidelio,” “Falstaff,” “Otello,” “Macbeth,” “Aida,” “Hänsel und
Gretel,” and many others. In recognition of his contributions to the civic,
cultural and artistic life of Southwest Virginia, Roanoke College conferred on
White an Honorary Doctorate of Fine Arts in May 2013.
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Stick Fly
by Lydia Diamond
February 13-15 & 20-22 at 7:30 p.m., February 15 at 2 p.m.
Patrons Theatre
Directed by Avery Glyph

The wealthy, African-American LeVay family is gathering at their Martha's Vineyard vacation home for a summer weekend. Brothers Kent (a.k.a. Spoon) and Harold (a.k.a. Flip) have each brought their respective partners home for the first time. Kent's fiancée, Taylor, struggles to fit into the family's affluent lifestyle, while Flip's girlfriend, Kimber, on the other hand, is a self-described WASP who fits in more easily.

Rounding out the family drama is the demanding patriarch, Joe, and Cheryl, the daughter of the family's longtime housekeeper. Issues of race, class and family are on centerstage in this contemporary comedy of manners.

Director's note: recommended for mature audiences.

Winter Dance
February 27-29 at 7:30 p.m., March 1 at 2 p.m.
Stevens Center

With a program spanning the traditional to cutting edge, this year's riveting Winter Dance is an abundance of riches. Enjoy the elegance of the classic “The Sleeping Beauty, Act III” from the well-loved Petipa/Tchaikovsky ballet including variations for Bluebird, Puss in Boots and the Lilac Fairy.

Be the first to see a new contemporary ballet by award-winning Chicago-based guest artist Stephanie Martinez, a new contemporary work staged by Dutch choreographer and Counter Technique founder Anouk Van Dijk, and experience the enthralling modern dance classic “Battlefield” by Robert Battle, current director of Alvin Ailey American Dance Theater.
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